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I N THE S EA

A sea cucumber searches the ocean
floor with its tentacles. As the sea
cucumber eats, a fish comes near.
Predator! The sea cucumber has no
time to hide. So it shoots its guts out
of its anus. Surprised, the fish swims
away. The sea cucumber then digs into
the sand. It needs to hide so its guts
can grow back.
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A Good Name
Sea cucumbers are amazing ocean
animals. There are many types of them.
Most are shaped like cucumbers. That’s
where their name comes from. They come
in many colors. Some sea cucumbers are
very short. Others are quite long.
A sea cucumber has no eyes or nose.
It just has a mouth. On the other end of its
body is its anus. A sea cucumber uses its
anus for two main jobs. It sends out waste
through it. It also breathes through it.

COMPARING
LENGTHS
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spotted worm
sea cucumber
black sea cucumber
yellow sea cucumber
inches

about 72 inches (183 centimeters)
about 14 inches (36 cm)
about 3 inches (8 cm)
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Getting Around
Sea cucumbers mostly stay on
the sea floor. Many can’t even swim.
They use their five rows of many feet
to get around. The rows go along the
bottoms of their bodies. With them,
sea cucumbers walk slowly on the
ocean floor.
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To move to new places, some sea cucumbers
fill their bodies with water. They then float
toward the surface and ride a current
current.

